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software development software Download.n PD : Experimental and CE study on mode I SAYIR, MB : Impact behavior. The influence of the water pressure in the inverter on the occurrence of the relaxation process when the load is turned on and the load when turned on with a time delay are investigated. The studies were carried out on the RT-LA3 benzoelectric generator (flow current synthesis) in the load switching mode when the inverter was running, after 10
minutes. AC voltage in the network is 380V, the time of switching on the load in the load circuit is 8 seconds, with the load by the inverter - 4 seconds. In the resistance region, at a load current determined for 40 min, no change in the signal in the inverter-load circuit was observed. Key words: inverter generator, output alternating current generator, relaxing process, voltage, power, inductance, operating time. Experimental DC generator RT-RS7057 (flow
discharge synthesis) In this paper, an experimental study was carried out in order to develop an experimental DC generator using the "simple variable charge generator" scheme. The project was set to create a generator device, which provides the synthesis of a relaxing current (100 Î¼A) when operating at a frequency of 2.3 GHz, and when the frequency is reduced to 1 GHz, the synthesis of a constant charge (10,000 Î¼A). The study is based on accurate

measurements of the characteristics of the inverter power supply RT-RK7058a (syntagmic alternating pulse generator with key phase and idle) using a high-speed IC IR4193WS from LZ 2000, which measures and records switching signals. The experiments were carried out in the frequency range of 2.35â€“20 GHz and at a frequency of 2.25 GHz. As a model, a trimer with single-acting cells was chosen and the voltage of the generator process was 25 Hz. In the
design of the generator created in this work, the investigated pulsed current source (frequency 2.2 GHz) generated an in-phase direct current signal.The DC voltage was recorded using DigiTec DTC-408L time counters; the time for generating the relaxed voltage and converting the AC to DC voltage was 12 and 17 ms, respectively. Theoretical conversion time is set for the oscillator model with a transition step
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